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Do Targeted R&D Grants Towards Potential HighGrowth Firms Increase Employment and Demand for
High Human Capital Workers?

Abstract
Most previous studies on the employment effects of government R&D grants targeting
SMEs are characterized by data-, measurement-, and selection problems, making it
difficult to construct a relevant control group of firms that did not receive a R&D grant.
We investigate the effects on employment and firm-level demand for high human capital
workers of two Swedish programs targeted towards growth-oriented SMEs using
Coarsened Exact Matching. Our most striking result is the absence of any statistically
significant effects. We find no robust evidence that the targeted R&D grant programs
had any positive and statistically significant effects on the number of employees
recruited into these SMEs, or that the grants are associated with an increase in the
demand for high human capital workers. The lack of statistically significant findings is
troublesome considering that government support programs require a positive impact to
cover the administrative costs associated with these programs.
Keywords: Innovation policy; R&D grants; Matching grants; Statistical matching
methods; High human capital; Firm growth; Outcome additionality
JEL-classification: H81; L25; L26; O38
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1. Background
A surprisingly small number of new ventures and innovative small- and mediumsized enterprises (SMEs) account for a large share of net job creation and productivity
growth in the economy (Henrekson & Johansson, 2010). However, due to a lack of
financial resources or competitive positions, many SMEs are not able to survive their
first years of operations (Nightingale and Coad, 2014; Shane, 2009). As a consequence,
targeted R&D grant programs were created as part of industrial policy for most
governments in Europe (Becker, 2015). The main goal of these R&D grant programs is
to alleviate financial and market pressures while R&D efforts are brought to fruition,
thereby increasing the likelihood that these firms fulfill their growth potential.
Job growth tends to be one of the most important reasons why policymakers launch
R&D grants towards growth-oriented SMEs, and widely regarded as a proxy for the
social returns of such government support programs (Cantner & Kösters, 2015).
Additional R&D activity is considered to best be captured by an increase in number of
employees (Cantner & Kösters, 2015; Wallsten, 2000). A recent literature overview by
Dvouletý et al. (2021) indicates that R&D grants towards SMEs in the European Union
have been successful in promoting employment growth. However, these authors report
significant differences depending on the length of the post-support period, firm size,
region, industry, and size of the grant. This implies that we still need more knowledge
about the effectiveness of such targeted R&D grant programs, and if they are effective
in influencing the demand for labor among growth-oriented SMEs (Edler et al., 2013).
Another aim of R&D grants for growth-oriented SMEs is to spur innovative
activities, which suggests that such targeted R&D grants should influence firms’
demand for high human capital employees (see e.g., Wolff & Reinthaler, 2008). As
noted by Himmelberg and Petersen (1994), R&D expenditures in small firms generally
are spent on the salaries of scientists and engineers, or others with the human capital to
drive innovation forward. However, as far as we know, few studies have investigated if
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R&D grants towards growth-oriented SMEs increase the share of highly educated
employees among these firms.
We believe that this knowledge gap is based on data-, measurement-, and selection
problems. Because selective grants are designed to target specific firms, any observed
effects on the outcome of the targeted firms can equally well be a result of the selection
process, rather than the effectiveness of the grant. In other words, if the selection of the
grant recipients is based on known qualities or the potential of the firm, it is hard to
objectively compare them to firms that did not receive a grant. Matching methods are
typically used to overcome such selection issues, but they require longitudinal data on
both treated (i.e., those firms that receive grants) and non-treated (i.e., those firms that
do not receive grants) firms that enable scholars to construct appropriate comparison
groups. Such longitudinal data on targeted R&D grants have until recently not been
available.
Previous attempts to circumvent the issues of appropriate matching and evaluation
of effectiveness include Söderblom et al. (2015), Autio and Rannikko (2016), and
Howell (2017). Their studies utilize detailed information on SMEs that applied for R&D
support programs, using the outcome of firms that were rejected in the final evaluation
stage to control for selection effects. Söderblom et al. (2015) found that a Swedish R&D
grant targeting growth-oriented start-ups increased the firms’ growth in terms of
employees and sales. Further, the grant program made it easier for the firm to attract
external financing and overcome ‘the liabilities of newness’ (Stinchcombe, 1965), i.e.,
their struggle to develop routines, establish relationships with customers, and reach a
more efficient scale of operation. Neither Autio and Rannikko (2016) nor Howell (2017)
focused on employment growth, but their results provided indications that R&D grants
towards growth-oriented SMEs spurred innovation and increased sales.
The strategy to identify the link between receiving a grant and firm-level outcomes
relies on the appropriateness of using a comparison group composed of firms that were
rejected in the final round of the selection process. The relevance of this identification
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strategy depends on whether the outcome in the last stage of the decision process can
be considered as approximately random. Otherwise, the results can be a consequence of
an omitted variable that is correlated with the outcome variable and the probability of
receiving an R&D grant. It is, however, highly questionable if the probability of
receiving a grant in the last stage of the decision process can be considered as random
since grant-issuing agencies often rely on elaborate ranking processes, usually
conducting lengthy interviews to decide which firms will receive an R&D grant.
We estimate the effects of two Swedish government R&D grant programs
administered by Vinnova, a Swedish government agency under the Ministry of
Enterprise and Innovation. These programs seek to promote the development of new
products and processes that could bring about new innovations and promote the longrun growth of SMEs. The instruction from the government explicitly states that Vinnova
must account for the change in the number of employees that has taken place in SMEs
to which they distributed support during the period 2006–2009. This is important as it
articulates the effects on employment as a societal aim of these programs (Ministry of
Industry, 2013). Note that these programs are explicitly aimed at promoting new
innovations and new knowledge, implying that they should have a particular effect on
the recruitment of employees with high human capital. Consequently, we study the
effectiveness of these grant programs by investigating if they have a positive effect on
the number of employees and the share of highly educated (our measure of high human
capital) workers in the targeted firms.
To circumvent the methodological issues discussed above, we use Coarsened Exact
Matching to construct a control group from the full population of Swedish firms. Our
analyses are based on a unique longitudinal dataset on targeted R&D grant programs in
Sweden, which is linked with matched employer-employee data from Statistics Sweden.
We find no evidence that the government support programs had any positive and
statistically significant effects on the number of employees brought into the targeted
firms. This includes a lack of effect during the short-term period in which the firm
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received grant support, as well as up to five years after the support program ended. We
also investigate the effect of the government support programs on the demand for
employees with higher human capital (as captured by the share of employees that have
completed higher education) in the targeted SMEs. This is important because targeted
R&D grants might encourage SMEs to recruit workers with higher human capital and
higher salaries, rather than increasing their total number of employees. However, we
find no robust evidence of any impact of the targeted R&D grant programs on the share
of highly educated workers either.
The absence of any statistically significant effects is troublesome considering that
targeted R&D grants require a positive impact that at least cover the administrative costs
associated with these programs. Our results thus question the relevance of implementing
government support programs targeting SMEs with high-growth potential. We believe
that our findings challenge the more established norms that are widely accepted in terms
of providing government grants to highly innovative firms. In illustrating the potential
lack of impact of these grant programs, we hope to raise potential issues that relate to
the selection mechanisms involved in such grant processes and consider alternative
measures and outcomes of these grants.

2. Effects of targeted R&D grant programs on labor demand
There is an extensive literature evaluating different aspects of targeted R&D grant
programs. Overall, this literature illustrates an equivocal state of affairs concerning the
overall impact and effects of these R&D grants. For example, some support programs
seem to yield positive results on innovation and growth, while the results from other
programs are less clear, and some even demonstrating negative effects.
Dvouletý et al. (2021) provide a review of empirical studies that have investigated
the effects of targeted R&D grants on firm performance in 28 European Union member
countries. The authors only include studies that employ techniques to estimate the
counterfactual outcome of the grants, such as propensity score matching (PSM) and
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regression discontinuity design (RDD). The review covers several different outcome
variables, including employment growth but not demand for skilled labor. The results
show that 20 studies have investigated the effects of targeted R&D grants on
employment growth, and that 18 of these studies report positive employment effects.
This indicates that R&D grants targeted towards SMEs can be successful in promoting
employment growth. However, the results also reveal significant differences depending
on the length of the post-support period, firm size, region, industry, and size of the grant.
Alonso-Borrego et al. (2014) offer another extensive overview of the impact of R&D
grants, based on a compilation of 77 studies from different countries. Their main
conclusion is that the results are rather mixed in terms of overall impact, but that there
are four clear tendencies. First, the crowding-out effect of a support scheme, i.e., the
decline in private investments following a government grant, seems to be affected by
the financial restrictions (e.g., bank contacts, ability to attract venture capital) faced by
the individual firm. Second, the effect of support programs is different between basic
research and development projects. Third, the impact of the grant is most likely larger
for smaller R&D projects or when the grant is relatively large compared to firm sales.
Finally, there is a time-lag before any positive effects of a grant are realized.
Koski and Pajarinen (2013) argue that the time-lag between a grant and its impact
tends to be somewhere between one to three years. One problem with time-lags is that
the more time that passes between grant receipt and outcome, the greater is the risk that
the causal impact of the grant is contaminated by unobserved factors that take place
during the post-treatment period (Mian & Sufi, 2012). However, when investigating the
effects of R&D grants on firms’ demand for labor, Koski and Pajarinens (2013) found
that the R&D grant had a positive impact on employment during the time of the support
program but diminished after the support program ended. Previous studies also indicate
that the effects of targeted R&D grants seem to be larger for small firms as compared to
large firms (see e.g., Bronzini & Iachini, 2010).
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Söderblom et al. (2015) try to address the selection problem when analyzing the
effects of a targeted R&D grant program among Swedish innovative start-ups by
comparing data on firms that received support with those that applied for funding but
were rejected in the last stage of the decision process. Their identification strategy is
thus to compare the development of firms that received subsidies (treatment group) with
firms that applied but were rejected in the last instance (control group). The logic is that
those firms who were the ‘last out’ offer the closest comparison to the firms that received
grants. The final treatment group consists of 130 firms that received funding during
2002-2008, compared with 154 firms that were rejected at the last stage in the control
group. The results indicate that the targeted R&D grants had a positive and statistically
significant effect on employee and sales growth, implying that small start-ups grants can
be an efficient way of promoting the growth of new innovative companies.
A similar comparison strategy was used by Autio and Rannikko (2016) when
investigating the effects of a Finnish R&D program also focusing on growth-oriented
new ventures. Although not focusing on employment effects per se, they found that firms
participating in the R&D program increased sales by 120 percent compared to the
control group of non-targeted firms. Howell (2017) analyzed data on ranked applicants
to the US Department of Energy's SBIR grant program, finding a large positive effect of
the R&D grant on revenues and patenting. However, this study does not focus on the
effects of targeted R&D grants on employment nor demand for skilled labor.
An implicit assumption behind the identification strategy described above is that
there are great similarities between those firms that were supported, and those that
'almost' received support from the program. This kind of identification strategy is thus
only valid if the firms that received support were randomly chosen in the last stage of
the selection process (Angrist & Pischke, 2008). However, government agencies tend to
select those firms that receive support based on metrics and data from personal
interviews and expert group evaluations. It is thus likely that there is a systematic
difference between the treatment and control group based on the subjective perceptions
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of these interviews and evaluations, and that those firms that received support would
have performed better than the treatment group even in the absence of support.
Note also that the treatment and control group might be different even if the firms
are endowed with similar observable characteristics. The selection of the firms that
received support might depend on factors that are unobservable to the researchers but
correlated with the future growth of the companies. If we believe that the decision
makers select and recommend firms that have a higher probability of success, then we
would expect that these firms have a better performance over time regardless of them
receiving subsidies or not.

3. Data and programs analyzed
To estimate the average treatment effect of targeted grants program (ATT),
information is required about the targeted firms, the amount they received, and when
they received it. We obtain this information from the Micro Database over Government
Supports to Private Business (MISS), which is a comprehensive dataset on government
support programs compiled by Myndigheten för tillväxtpolitiska analyser och
utvärderingar (the Swedish Government Agency for Growth Policy Analysis). The
dataset includes a unique firm identification number, which makes it possible for us to
merge MISS data with a matched register-based employer-employee dataset from
Statistics Sweden that covers all limited liability firms in Sweden. This dataset includes
information on number of employees, investments, sales, value added, industry
affiliation, educational attainment of the workers, among other variables.
We investigate the effects of two R&D grant programs included in MISS, Vinn Nu
(“Win Now”) and Forska & Väx (“Research & Grow”). These programs were chosen
because they both target growth-oriented innovative SMEs with the purpose of
increasing innovative activities and promote job growth. The programs are administered
by Vinnova, a Swedish government agency under the Ministry of Enterprise and
Innovation.
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Vinn Nu was initiated in 2002 with the logic that there is a lack of private funding
for young R&D-intensive firms. This program targets innovative start-up companies
with the objective to improve their conditions for survival, help the commercialization
of innovations, and attract external capital. The expectation is that this program will
help these companies to grow and become more successful businesses. These grants do
not require a firm cash match, but the firm must have developed a product, method or a
service that has not yet reached the market, to qualify for the grant. The maximal amount
that a firm could receive during the study period was 300,000 Swedish krona (SEK).1
Applications to Vinn Nu are first evaluated by an internal group of experts within
Vinnova and the Swedish Energy Agency. Approximately half of the applications go to
a second round where they are judged by a panel of external experts. The final
candidates are then called to an interview before Vinnova decides which firms will
receive the grant (Samuelsson and Söderblom, 2012).
Forska & Väx was launched in 2006 and targets SMEs with existing R&D activities.
The program seeks to stimulate innovation-driven growth for the targeted companies.
In contrast to Vinn Nu, Forska & Väx is a matching grant that requires at least 50 percent
co-financing of the R&D investments by the targeted firms. The applicants may apply
for a maximum of 5 million SEK, and they were required to have at least 1 million SEK
in sales (or in share capital), and no more than 250 employees to be eligible for funding.
Firms also needed to demonstrate the potential to improve on or develop new products.
Some firms also applied for a smaller grant to develop an implementation plan of the
larger R&D project within the scope of the program. In this case, firms could apply for
a maximum of 300 000 SEK without co-financing. This smaller grant only required
applicants to have achieved 300 000 SEK in sales.2

1

This corresponds to approximately 40,200 USD based on the average SEK/USD exchange rate
(0.1340) during the period 2002-2010.
2
These development grants represent a small share of the Forska & Väx program.
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From the call for submissions of these programs, they both seek to promote the
development of new products and processes that could bring about new innovations and
promote job growth of SMEs. This is also emphasized by the fact that the agency had
to report “change in turnover, employment and value added" of the supported
companies to the government (Ministry of Industry, 2013). The programs are thus
designed to increase the demand for labor and where the purpose is also to help
companies run development projects. It is therefore reasonable to assume that the grants
should facilitate recruitment of key individuals with the skills and abilities to innovate
and thereby increase the share of employees with higher human capital. Hence, if
effective, these grants should have a positive effect on number of employees and the
share of skilled workers in the targeted SMEs.
Table 1. Number of yearly grants and average grant size (SEK) for each program, 20022010.
Year
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
Average, 2002-10

Number of yearly grants
Vinn Nu
Forska & Väx
5
16
5
19
18
150
18
65
12
45
14
165
18
121
14
109

Average grant size (SEK)
Vinn nu
Forska & Väx
300 000
193 977
125 000
211 111
180 000
904 341
150 000
651 911
123 103
378 016
152 818
689 474
174 194
359 554
178 911
596 659

In Table 1, we present the number of yearly grants along with average grant size
(SEK) from Vinn Nu and Forska & Väx, respectively, during the period 2002-2010.
Since a grant sometimes is paid out in parts it is possible for individual grants to
encompass multiple payouts. An average of 14 grants per year were made under Vinn
Nu. Samuelsson and Söderblom (2012) noted that 1,309 firms applied for support from
Vinn Nu during 2002-2011, which means that approximately 10 percent of all applicants
received a grant.
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Forska & Väx has approximately ten times more grants per year compared to Vinn
Nu. The average amount paid out is also almost four times higher under the program
Forska & Väx. Targeted firms under Vinn Nu received, on average per year, 178 911
SEK during 2002-2010. This can be compared with 596 659 SEK, the average amount
paid out under Forska & Väx yearly during the study period.

4. Empirical method
4.1 Matching
The ideal goal when investigating the effects of targeted R&D grants towards SMEs
is to get an estimate of the counterfactual outcome, i.e. to answer the “what would have
happened to the treated firms if they not had received the R&D grant?” question.3 Since
firms are not randomly selected into the programs, it is central to identify a non-treated
control group of firms that is as similar to the treated firms as possible across all relevant
dimensions. Systematic differences between the control- and treatment groups may
otherwise bias the results. There are different ways to tackle this kind of selection issue,
such as regression discontinuity design, instrumental variables, natural experiments,
difference-in-difference, and various matching methods. Each alternative is associated
with both advantages and disadvantages.
For a firm i, let 𝑇! = 1 if it is treated, and 𝑇! = 0 if it is not, the effect on some
outcome variable 𝑌! can then be described as a function of 𝑇! such that:
𝑌! (𝑇! ) = 𝑇! 𝑌! (1) − (1 − 𝑇! )𝑌! (0)
For treated firms, the counterfactual is given by 𝑌! (0). The most effective method
(if there is one) often depends on the nature of the problem and the data available. We

3

Henceforth, we refer to firms that receive a grant from either Vinn Nu or Forska & Väx during the
period as treated firms, and firms that do not receive support as non-treated firms. All results presented
are for both programs. Results are qualitatively similar if we conduct separate estimations for each
program. These results are not reported here, but available from the authors upon request.
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have detailed information about both the treated and non-treated firms, as well about
the grants which have led us to opt for a matching method to approximate 𝑌! (0).
We let 𝑿 be a vector of characteristics for N non-treated firms that explain 𝑌! along
with the probability of receiving a grant. To approximate 𝑌! (0), matching methods strive
to limit the number of non-treated firms in the dataset to 𝑀 ≤ 𝑁 such that the
characteristics between the limited set of matched firms (𝑿# ) become as similar as
possible to the characteristics of the treated firms (𝑿$ ). Given the distance function
𝑑(⋅,⋅) we would like to have 𝑑(𝑿# , 𝑿$ ) ≅ 0 (Iacus et al., 2011). Ideally, we would want
to have 𝑑(𝑿# , 𝑿$ ) = 0, which corresponds to an exact matching between the treated
and control firms with the same level in their covariates. Such ideal conditions,
however, are rarely met in practice, especially for continuous covariates such as
performance and profitability.
To identify the control group of firms whose covariates are as similar as possible to
the treated firms’, we rely on the matching methods of Coarsened Exact Matching
(CEM) that was developed by Iacus et al. (2011, 2012). Since small differences between
the covariates for treated and control firms do not necessarily reflect economically
meaningful differences, CEM allows for a coarsening of the variables upon which an
exact matching can be performed. Any imbalance between the covariates of the treated
and control firms are thus decided upon beforehand. This implies that the maximum
imbalance that may result after the matching is bounded by the width of the coarsening
bins.
This type of matching has some advantages (Blackwell et al., 2009; Iacus et al.,
2011, 2013), especially compared to the more commonly used Propensity Score
Matching (PSM) (see King & Nielsen, 2016 for example). Most importantly, the CEM
estimator satisfies the property of being monotonically imbalance bounding (MIB),
which means that total balance can be improved by adjusting the balance of a single
covariate. This property, for example, is not shared with PSM where there is no way of
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knowing if the total balance in the matching has been improved by ameliorating the
balance of a single covariate or by adding or removing covariates. The MIB property of
CEM greatly facilitates our aim to, via matching, find a more appropriate control group
consisting of untreated firms, contrary to PSM which merely “works when it works,

and when it does not work, it does not work (and when it does not work, keep
working at it)” (Ho et al., 2007, p. 219)
We include different variables in 𝑿 to accompany our two outcome variables. First,
the number of employees corresponds to the firm’s demand for labor. The basic model
of labor demand can be derived from the firm’s cost function as a function of the return
to factors and value added (Hijzen & Swaim, 2008). In this case, we include wages and
value added, measures of firm skill intensity and the profitability of the company. The
latter can be seen as a “beauty contest” indicator that may influence the probability of
being selected into the programs. Second, to choose the matching variables 𝑿 for the
number of employees with high skills, we rely on models of firm’s relative demand for
skills, which similarly can be derived from cost minimization under given factor prices
and output (Hansson, 2000).
We present descriptive statistics for our outcome variables and the variables
included in 𝑿 in Table 2. The results show that the treated firms on average have
approximately 20 employees and that about 55 percent of their employees had
completed higher education during the pre-treatment period. The corresponding average
values for the post-treatment period suggest that the treated firms increased their number
of employees by approximately 3 percent and that their share of workers with post
tertiary education increases by approximately 2 percentage points. Note also that the
treated firms on average increase sales and value added by about ten percent after
receiving an R&D grant.
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Table 2. Treated firms, before and after grants
Variable
Employment
Value added
Wage
Share higher education
Profit ratio
Wage share higher ed.
Sales
ln(Capital stock)
Wage premium

Treated
before
19.83
9 363
5 880
0.55
-12.1
0.59
27 512
6.21
2.32

Treated
after
20.34
10 447
6 580
0.57
-1.37
0.60
31 054
6.19
2.66

Ratio
before/after
1.03
1.11
1.12
1.04
0.11
1.02
1.13
1.00
1.15

To decide upon the coarseness of the respective variable we use the generic
algorithm proposed by the CEM-program cem in Stata. This means that the matching
process gives a relatively high weight to the best matched control firms (Blackwell et
al., 2009). Table 3 presents the univariate L1 distance before and after the cem matching
for our treatment and control group of firms, respectively. As can be seen in Table 3
below, matching reduces the differences unilaterally, except for profits.
Table 3. Imbalance test.
Treated vs.
all firms
L1 distance

Treated vs.
control group
L1 distance

Labor demand
Value added (log)
Wage (log)
Skill
R&D skill
Profits
No. of matched treated

0.45
0.38
0.48
0.22
0.08
481

0.24
0.24
0.10
0.11
0.13

Relative demand for skills
Sales (log)
Capital (log)
Profits
R&D intensity
No. of matched treated

0.39
0.30
0.11
0.35
484

0.28
0.19
0.15
0.37
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4.2 A difference-in-difference analysis
After we constructed a control group using CEM, we turn our attention to estimating
the average treatment effect of the treated firms. More formally, we want to investigate:
3 = #% ∑'!(% 𝑇! 𝔼[𝑌! (𝑇! = 1) − 𝑌! (𝑇! = 0)|𝑿].
𝐴𝑇𝑇
∑
$
!$% !

(1)

The reason why we cannot simply compare the average performance between the
control group and the treatment group is that we want to check for any differences
between 𝑿) and 𝑿$ that remain after matching. We therefore rely on a difference-indifference model to investigate the effect of the government support programs on our
outcome variables number of employees and share of employees that have completed a
higher education. The estimated model can in out fixed-effect set-up be specified as
follows:
𝑌!* = 𝛼 + 𝛿* + 𝛽% 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡!* + 𝛽+ 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡_𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡!. + 𝑿-!* 𝛽. + 𝛾* + 𝜇! + 𝜖!* ,

(2)

where Treat is a dummy variable for the treatment (i.e., receiving a grant) or
alternatively, the amount of money paid out to the firm. If the responses from the
targeted firms are immediate, the effects of the grant should be captured first and
foremost by this variable. Post_treat is a post-treatment indicator taking the value one
in the years following a treatment, and zero otherwise. Given that the impact of the grant
comes with a delay, the impact of the grant is captured by this variable. The set of
control variables are included in the vector X, 𝜇! captures time-invariant firm effects, 𝛾*
captures period-specific effect, and ε is white noise.
In the labor cost equation, it is standard to account for the cost of adjusting the
number of employees. Adjustment costs introduce state dependence in the labor demand
equation which from a modeling perspective means that we fit a dynamic lag to the
labor demand model in equation (2). The dynamic panel data model is estimated using
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a system-GMM estimator (Blundell & Bond, 1995), while relative demand for skills is
estimated using a fixed-effect model.
One critique of matching is that it can only account for selection to the extent it
occurs through observed variables. In the basic model we therefore include a parameter
𝛼! that captures unobserved variation specific to the firms and the period under study.
This eliminates selection bias on unobserved variables that do not vary within firms
over the period under study. However, bias might still arise from firm-specific timevariant characteristics that we are not able to control for in the empirical analysis.
We consider two extensions of the basic model. First, we investigate if the treatment
effect of the grants is moderated by the size of the targeted firms. Second, to investigate
dynamic aspects of grant programs, we estimate the effect of the targeted R&D grant
up to five years after the support period ended.

5. Results
We present results for three different groups: (i) Treated firms only; (ii) Treated
firms against a matched control group (which is our preferred estimator); and (iii)
Treated firms against an unmatched control group of all non-treated firms. Differences
between (ii) and (iii) can be seen as a signal of selection into the support programs, and
how the treated firms deviate from the average firm. We also include an interaction
effect to investigate how the effects of the targeted R&D grants varies with firm size.
5.1 Effects of targeted R&D grants on number of employees
Our results for the number of employees, i.e., labor demand, are presented in Table
4. Note that we estimate two specifications for each of the three models (i-iii). In the
first, referred to as our basic specification (columns 1, 3, and 5), we estimate the DiD
regression specification in equation (2), and in the second specification we present an
extended model where we re-estimate the regression with the treatment effects
interacted with firm size. This is of interest because previous studies (e.g., Bronzini &
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Iachini, 2010) have indicated that the effects of government support programs might be
more pronounced for small firms.
Table 4. Estimation results, labor demand.
Basic models
Treated
only
(1)
0.089
(0.229)
5.8-05
(5.9-05)
1.179
(1.418)

Treated
vs. ctrl.
(2)
0.909***
(0.092)
0.021
(0.017)
-35.57**
(17.2)

Interaction models
Treated
vs. all
(3)
0.909***
(0.092)
0.019
(0.013)
-3.037
(7.780)

Treated
Treated
Treated
only
vs. ctrl.
vs. all
(4)
(5)
(6)
ln(L)t-1
0.242
0.076
0.081
(0.210)
(0.135)
(0.244)
(Grant)t
-0.0004
0.035
0.317
(7.7e-04) (0.228)
(0.465)
(Post0.364
-591.3**
-455.1
support)t
(1.664)
(293)
(518)
ln(Y)t*
7.6e-05
-0.008
-0.055
(Grant/Y)t
(1.2e-04) (0.036)
(0.078)
ln(Y)t*
0.086
49.40**
50.11
(Post-support)t
(0.057)
(25.2)
(55.7)
ln(VA)t
0.756*
0.050
0.173***
0.613
0.896*** 1.044***
(0.435)
(0.109)
(0.052)
(0.397)
(0.171)
(0.394)
**
ln(w) t
-0.137
0.494
0.028
0.021
-1.148
-0.809*
(0.847)
(0.323)
(0.111)
(0.842)
(0.505)
(0.466)
**
***
(Skill0.122
-0.215
-0.103
-0.001
-0.270
-0.294
intensity)t-1
(0.455)
(0.090)
(0.033)
(0.490)
(0.379)
(0.239)
(Profit)t
-2.218** -0.0001
-9.0e-05 -2.055**
-1.151*
-2.602
(1.130) (5.5e-04) (5.8e-04) (1.044)
(0.633)
(1.866)
AR2 p-val
0.83
0.04
0.05
0.88
0.27
0.75
Hansen p-val
0.46
0.28
0.37
0.61
0.50
0.54
# instruments
28
21
28
28
28
28
*, **, ***,
Note:
corresponds to levels of significance of 10, 5, 1 percent, with robust
standard errors in parenthesis. Estimated with system GMM with endogenous
variables: employment, value added, wages. Collapsed IV-matrix, lag depth is set to
two, see Hayakawa (2009). Estimation 2 and 5 weighted with CEM-matched weights.
Firm- and period fixed effects included in all models.
Beginning with the basic results (columns 1-3), we find no indications that the
support programs have increased employment, neither during the support period nor
after the program has ended. When comparing treated firms with the population of all
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non-treated firms, the post-support effect of the programs is negative and statistically
significantly different from zero. Thus, firms that receive support do not grow faster in
terms of number of employees compared to the average firm. On the contrary, they grow
slower than the average firm when the support program ends.
In the extended models, the marginal effect of the grants is a combined effect of the
direct effect and the interaction term that allow the results to vary with respect to firm
size. The treatment effect can therefore be seen as the impact of the grant on an
imaginary firm with zero employees, whereas the interaction term describes how the
effect changes with firm size.
To interpret the interaction effect in the extended model with greater ease, we
display the marginal effect and how it varies with firm size in Figure 1. Firm size is
measured as the natural logarithm of value added, ln(va). Here, we choose to only
present the post-treatment effect of the grants from the interaction models in our
preferred model, i.e., the matched DiD-model (i.e., column 5 in Table 4), over the
observed range of firm sizes.
The plots show that the marginal post-treatment effect of the grants on the number
of employees in general is not statistically significant regardless of firm size. There is a
tendency that the effect of the grants increases with firm size and there is a negative and
significant post-treatment effect for the smallest firms. These results deviate to some
extent from the literature where the most positive effects of firm support programs in
general are found for small firms.4

4

The marginal effect of the grants during the duration of the program is not statistically significant
anywhere and therefore not depicted in a Figure.
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Figure 1. Post treatment effect of grant on labor demand over firm size.
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5.2 Effects of targeted R&D grants on employees with higher education
One aim of the programs under study is to help firms manage R&D projects. It is
therefore expected that these grants should encourage firms to invest more in skilled
labor, and thus increase their relative demand for workers with higher human capital.
Hence, even without any impact on the total number of workers it is possible that firms
that are supported by the government programs would substitute less qualified workers
for workers with higher human capital.
Following Hanson (1999), we estimate how the demand for highly educated labor
has been affected by the support programs. The results are presented in Table 5, showing
no positive effect of the support programs on the relative demand for workers with postsecondary education in our main model specifications (columns 1-3). In fact, there are
no estimates that are statistically significantly different from zero during the program
period or after the program has ended. This implies that there is no effect in the shortor longer-term for these grants.
In the extended models (columns 4-6), we observe a negative post-treatment effect
when comparing treated firms with their own growth pattern and with all other non-
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treated firms. The interaction term, however, loses its significance when we compare
treated firms with the matched control group (column 5).
Table 5. Estimation results, relative demand for high human capital workers.
Basic models
Interaction models

(Grant)t
(Postsupport)t

Treated
only
(1)
1.4e-05
(1.4e05)
0.002
(0.007)

Treated
vs. ctrl.
(2)
2.4e-05
(1.6e-05)
0.009
(0.007)

Treated
vs. all
(3)
1.4e-06
(7.2e08)***
0.009
(0.006)

ln(Y)t*
(Grant/Y)t
ln(Y)t*
(Postsupport)t
ln(Wagepremium)t
ln(Y)t

Treated
only
(4)
-1.9e-08
(8.8e08)
0.076***
(0.027)
-1.7e-07
(1.3e07)
0.008***
(0.003)

Treated
vs. ctrl.
(5)
1.1e-07
(1.5e-07)

Treated
vs. all
(6)
-9.6e-09
(1.2e-07)

-0.041
(0.032)

-0.057**
(0.028)

-1.7e-07
(2.0e-07)

5.4e-08
(1.5e-07)

0.004
(0.003)

0.006**
(0.003)

0.005
0.006*** 0.007*
0.0037
0.005***
0.006***
(0.009) (0.001)
(7.8e-04) (0.006)
(0.001)
(4.6e-04)
-0.002
-0.003***
-0.007*
-0.002*
-0.001**
***
0.016
(0.001)
(6.9e-04) (0.004)
(0.001)
(5.5e-04)
(0.006)
ln(K) t
0.004
-0.001*
-0.0005*
-0.0039 -8.4e-05 -4.4e-05
(0.005) (4.1e-04) (2.7e-04) (0.004)
(4.4.e05) (2.3e-04)
Δ(R&D-0.001
0.014*
0.010**
0.003
0.0174** 0.016***
int.)t-1
(0.075) (0.007)
(0.004)
(0.019)
(0.007)
(0.003)
(Profit)t
2.1e-05 1.1e-05
1.4e-04** 5.4e-05* 3.3e-05** 9.3e-06**
(1.4e(8.1e-06) (6.2e-06) (2.9e(1.5e-05) (4.4e-06)
05)
05)
R2-within
0.07
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.01
Note: *, **, ***, corresponds to levels of significance of 10, 5, 1 percent, with robust
standard errors in parenthesis. Estimation 2 and 5 weighted with CEM-matched
weights. Firm- and period fixed effects included in all models.
To capture the marginal effect of the grants on demand for skilled labor over the
firm size distribution (as we did with labor demand in figure 1), we compare the treated
firms with a matched control group. However, the results are not statistically significant,
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and we can therefore not conclude that the effects of the targeted R&D grant programs
on the demand for employees with higher education are dependent on firm size.5
5.3 Post-treatment effects
So far, we have presented the results when estimating the averaged post treatment
effects of the support programs. The reported estimated effects thus display the average
effect of the programs after the grants no longer are paid out to the companies. One
concern is that there might be a non-linear response from the targeted firms that is not
captured by these estimates. For example, the effects of the support programs on
employment growth and demand for highly educated employees can, say, take off after
some time. This means that significant results for individual years might be wiped-out
when aggregating the results over time. As a robustness check, we therefore also
estimate yearly post-treatment effects.
The results from our year-by-year post-treatment analysis are presented in Figure 2
(labor demand) and Figure 3 (demand for highly educated employees). We choose to
present the results from our preferred model specification, i.e., our DiD-estimations
using a control group of matched firms. All point estimates and their corresponding 95%
confidence intervals are displayed up to five years after the support programs have
ended.
We find no tendencies of a positive post-treatment effect on demand for labor
(Figure 2) and, if anything, the results are on the negative side. Thus, our year-over-year
analysis confirms the finding that R&D grants had no post-treatment effects on the
targeted SMEs. However, when investigating the relative demand for skilled labor, the
estimate is positive and significant at the 5% level during the first post-treatment year
and remains positive at the 10% significance level during the following year.

5

Results available on request.
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Figure 2. Post-treatment effects of R&D grant on demand for labor, year-by-year, DiDestimations.
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Figure 3. Post-treatment effects of R&D grant on demand for high human capital labor,
year-by-year, DiD-estimations.
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t+5

There are thus some indications that the targeted R&D grants under study increased
relative demand for high human capital labor during the first two post-treatment years.
This implies that firms that receive targeted R&D grants increase their share of workers
with higher education even though no effects on total employment are detectable.
However, the positive significance size ceases to exist after three years.

6. Discussion and Conclusions
Government support programs targeted towards innovative SMEs have become
more common in recent years and these programs are generally considered to be
important in increasing innovative activities, and consequently employment growth,
among growth-oriented SMEs (Bradley et al., 2021).
A challenge when evaluating these targeted R&D grant programs is how to estimate
the counterfactual effect, i.e., the development of firms that were supported in the
absence of receiving any government R&D grant. SMEs are not randomly selected into
the programs; rather, R&D grants are often awarded to the most promising growthoriented firms based on a combination of criteria. Hence, assessments might conclude
that government support programs have been highly effective in increasing firms’ labor
demand, even though targeted SMEs would have increased their number of employees
and workers with higher education regardless of whether they received the R&D grant
or not.
This selection problem is often handled using a matching technique, thereby
comparing firms that received support with similar firms that did not receive any
targeted R&D grants. We rely on Coarsened Exact Matching to investigate the effects
of two growth-oriented support programs in Sweden targeted towards innovative SMEs,
making it possible to provide a more robust approach to matching. Our analyses are
made possible due to access to a unique micro database on government firm support
programs, compiled by the Swedish Government Agency for Growth Policy Analysis.
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This database alleviates previous data access-based concerns with finding appropriate
matching firms.
The most striking result of our analyses is the absence of statistically significant
effects. We fine no robust evidence that the government support programs had any
positive and statistically significant effects on the number of employees brought into
these growth-oriented SMEs. Additionally, there is not any robust evidence of an impact
of the grants on the skill composition of the labor force.
The lack of statistically significant findings is troublesome considering that
government support programs require a positive impact to cover the administrative costs
that are associated with these programs. When the expected return of engaging in nonproductive entrepreneurship is high, entrepreneurs might also use time and resources to
apply for government firm support programs instead of developing their businesses
(Baumol, 1990). Firm support programs can thus crowd-out more productive
investments.
Our findings complement recent papers (e.g., Autio & Rannikko, 2016; Howell,
2017; Stevenson et al., 2021; Söderblom et al., 2015) that found significant positive
effects of government subsidies towards innovative SMEs. Their approach of using
firms that applied for, but did not receive, funding as a control group has led to varying
outcomes. We cannot exclude that their results are due to an inherent selection bias in
their analysis since the treatment group has been judged as more promising than the
control group. This suggests that the treatment group would have performed better than
the control group even without a grant.
The lack of significant employment effects of the government support programs that
we investigate is troublesome considering that policymakers often justify targeted R&D
grants with the need for correcting market failures and promoting job growth. We
believe that the lack of significant results points toward the challenges involved in using
targeted R&D grants as a way of promoting future growth among SMEs. Coad et al.
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(2014), for example, noted that it is very difficult to point out which firms are going to
be fast growers in the future, suggesting that government support programs are unlikely
to target potential high-growth firms that would not grow without support. This is
consistent with previous evidence that firm growth to a large extent can be considered
as random (Coad et al., 2013), thereby making it extremely hard for policymakers to
determine what characterizes those SMEs that need an R&D grant to promote job
growth and demand for highly skilled labor.
Our findings may also reflect the heterogeneous nature of SMEs, even highly
innovative ones. Reflecting the variety of innovative firms to include truly new ventures
with their initial product offering, developing, or commercializing a new to the world
technology versus leveraging innovation from elsewhere, younger ventures that are
highly technical but who may not rely on traditional R&D functions, or even more
established small firms looking to expand may begin to lessen the randomness of the
next stages of development. One notion brought forward by Mason and Brown (2013)
is to focus on outcomes that help support retaining winners rather than simply picking
winners. This approach would at a minimum remove some sources of variance among
firms applying for these types of growth grants.
As an alternate explanation, it may be that the highly influential interviews and
‘expert’ evaluations of those firms under consideration are ineffective. There is
currently a dearth of empirical evidence that scrutinizes the questions asked, of whom,
and how the answers are analyzed as part of the application process – or what objective
metrics they employ to rate the attractiveness of these potential grant recipients. Even
when professional investors have tremendous difficulties in predicting the future
outcomes of high potential but risky ventures, policy makers may be even less equipped
to be in positions to make these evaluations or provide monitoring of the funding over
time (Lerner, 2009). The opacity of this evaluation process and inconclusive results of
their benefit brings into question whether and how robust and objective decision rubrics
can effectively be employed.
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More broadly speaking, the absence of positive results in our study brings into
question if government support programs toward SMEs can be justified, given that they
are associated with high administrative costs, increased incentives for rent-seeking
behavior among entrepreneurs, and crowding-out effects on alternative investments that
could be more beneficial for the society (Bradley et al., 2021). The incentive and ability
for researchers to publish results that are statistically significant (Møen & Thorsen,
2017) might also have led to an overconfidence in policymakers’ abilities to influence
the future growth and human capital of SMEs, where non-findings of policy effects are
rarely published.
Our study does not come without limitations, however. Even though we use a
matching method that are at the research frontier, our results might still be biased if
unmeasured variables are correlated with job growth and the likelihood of receiving a
targeted R&D grant. We believe that the approach used by Söderblom et al. (2015) can
provide more reliable estimates if the policymakers in the last stage of the decision
process would randomize which firms receive an R&D grant. The advantage of using a
randomized field experiment is that the outcome variable cannot affect the probability
of receiving an intervention, which means that we know that it is not the intervention
that affects the outcome variable. Randomization also implies that there is no systematic
connection between the probability of belonging to the intervention group and
observable and non-observable factors (Burtless, 1995).
Randomized control trials (RCT) have recently been used in United Kingdom to
evaluate the effects of targeted R&D grants (Bakhshi et al., 2015; Roper, 2020), and
McKenzie (2017) provides fascinating evidence from a RCT in Nigeria on the effects
of public grants following a national business program competition. We believe that
more such studies are needed to provide more robust evidence on the effectiveness of
government support programs, although we recognize that introducing randomization
may be a challenge for policymakers to justify. But it may also potentially remove
concerns regarding implicit bias (or ‘crony capitalism’ at worst; Klein et al., 2021) from
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selecting from among a group of SMEs that otherwise meet or exceed the criteria for a
grant.
Another fruitful area for future research is to more closely evaluate if the effects of
the grants are related to underlying unobservable or difficult-to-quantify factors, such
as differences in how well companies are integrated into local business conditions, or
the presence of positive spillovers from other companies. These factors are found to be
important for growth among innovative firms but create potential challenges to identify
and categorize a priori. More research is also needed on whether certain types of
targeted R&D grants are more effective than others. Certainly, innovative activities
among SMEs come in many shapes and sizes (McKelvie et al., 2017) and where many
of the most impactful aspects that lead to growth do not appear as formal R&D activity.
As such, a heterogeneity analysis could deepen the understanding of the conditions
under which the opportunities for positive effects of government support programs are
greatest across different aspects of innovative activities beyond R&D.
Instead of focusing on a small group of growth-oriented R&D intensive SMEs, it
may also be more important to focus research and policy measures on what is needed
to stimulate growth among SMEs that do not grow, or at best grow marginally. As noted
by Bornhäll et al. (2015), the existence of growth barriers is likely to prevent these firms
from growing, while potential high-growth firms might grow despite the existence of
such growth barriers. General policy measures aimed at low-growth SMEs (e.g.,
simplification of rules, reduced labor costs, more liberal employment protection
legislation, etc.) can thus be more effective in promoting job growth than targeted R&D
grants towards SMEs that are considered potential high-growth firms. This corresponds
to the analogy in Coad et al. (2014, p. 92), where tourists on safaris are focused on
beautiful gazelles but fail to see the importance of the dung beetle in maintaining the
health of the ecosystem.
Note also that we have been investigating the effects of two Swedish R&D grants
that are administrated by Vinnova and targeted towards growth-oriented SMEs. The
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lack of significant effects do not mean that R&D grants never work. As noted in our
literature review, there is substantial evidence that grants can indeed be helpful for
SMEs when looking at different outcome variables. Other types of programs can also
be successful in promoting employment growth, while similar R&D grants might be
efficient under other institutional contexts (e.g., in other countries). The unique nature
of growth-oriented ventures in Sweden has been noted in the literature (McKelvie et al.,
2021).
Another possible interpretation of our non-significant results is that the R&D grants
under study usually work, but that the government agency administering the programs
is not designing or executing the programs adequately. The R&D grants might, for
example, work better if they were given to larger firms or a smaller set of higher-quality
applicants. Our study does not currently investigate these alternate models, but we do
encourage others to take up this task. We have furthermore focused on the employment
effects of targeted R&D grants; it is possible that such programs have a higher impact
on other outcome variables (see e.g., Howell, 2017).6 The external validity of our
findings is thus low, and interpretations in other contexts should be done with care. This
highlights the importance of gathering more robust evidence on the effects of
government support programs that are targeted towards SMEs with growth potential.
While we fully embrace that the development of growth-oriented SMEs is important
to the economy, we also recognize that more transparent and methodologically
sophisticated tools are needed to more fully evaluate the effectiveness of current
practices, such as R&D grant programs. Our intent with this study is to illustrate two
programs that are well-intended but that do not seem to have the desired impact, and to
offer thoughts on the conditions through which we as scholars can better make these
6

Note that the authors have investigated the effects of these R&D grants on sales and labor productivity
in a Swedish report for the Swedish Government Agency for Growth Policy Analysis (Daunfeldt et al.,
2014). Their results indicate no statistically significant effects on labor productivity, while the
government support programs increased sales by 20 percent during the first post-support year. The latter
effect is, however, limited to firms with at most six employees. No positive and statistically significant
effect is found for larger firms.
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determinations of effectiveness. In doing so, we hope to contribute to a more robust and
systematic understanding of how government policies further entrepreneurship – or not.
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